Tioga Research is Recruiting:
Science Program Manager

**Position & Role:**

- **Position:** Science Program Manager, reporting to Tioga’s Chief Scientific Officer
- **Role:**
  - **Become** fully conversant with Tioga’s scientific and technical capabilities, in the context of global knowledge of topical formulations science
  - **Manage** execution of Tioga’s research services programs for clients, to ensure: efficient planning, scheduling & completion; timely and high-quality completion, adequate internal and client reporting, and delivery to no less than expectation
  - **Oversee** formulation innovation programs undertaken for Tioga’s parent company, Encube Ethicals, and for Tioga’s global research services clients
  - **Interface** with clients and with Encube Ethicals, in alliance management role, ensuring effective communications and open and engaging interactions
  - **Apply** science knowledge and credentials to guide and troubleshoot contract research & early development programs
  - **Lead** science teams to notable research, innovation and development achievements
  - **Nurture** scientific development of laboratory scientists
  - **Attend** select scientific meetings to present company and company offerings; develop dialog with technical & scientific staff of prospective clients by on-site visits to prospect facilities; orchestrate prospect visits to Tioga facilities
  - **Represent** Tioga’s scientific strengths and emphasis in discussions with clients, collaborators, prospects and greater scientific community

**Qualifications Needed:**

- PhD in Chemistry, Biochemistry, Biology, Pharmaceutical Science or a related discipline.
- ≥ 8 years’ experience in one or more aspects of drug product research and development in the pharmaceutical and/or biotechnology industry, with experience in topical or transdermal drug science, and/or product research & development a substantial plus.
- ≥ 5 years’ experience in technical, project or operational management, especially in the life sciences services sector
- ≥ 5 years’ experience in research personnel management
- Track record of caliber scientific contributions, of engagement with the broader scientific community, and of creative approaches to challenging technical problems
Genuine interest in the science and technologies underpinning Tioga’s capabilities and driving the needs of prospective clients

Excellent organizational, multitasking, communication and analytical skills

Personable and comfortable interacting with people across spectrum of positions, backgrounds, interests; ability to listen well, to digest prospect perspectives, and to suggest best solution approaches

Experience in engaging, training junior staff or interns a plus

Attention to detail, enthusiasm, zeal, ability to be self-motivated, eager to learn and have lasting impact

**How to Apply:**

Please email a resume, including the names of two references (who will not be contacted without confirming with you), to info@tiogaresearch.com. Please include “Science Program Manager” in the subject line. We are an equal opportunity employer and invite applications from all qualified individuals.

**About Tioga Research:**

Tioga Research supports the research and early development (“R&eD”) of skin-applied products (for topical, regional or transdermal delivery), delivering services to pharmaceutical, medical and beauty care companies worldwide. Our R&eD services include pre-formulation, formulation innovation & development, analytical method development and validation, skin delivery and release studies, and stability testing. We have an especially strong competence and track record in 505b2 programs. Tioga Research, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Encube Ethicals, is based in San Diego, CA.